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Chapter 1016 

Meeting Mallory’s angry gaze, Zane couldn’t help but take a step back, a wave of fear surging in his 

heart. 

Over the years, in order to secure his position, he had committed numerous illegal acts. If Mallory were 

to expose these deeds, not only would the Schneider Group be taken away from him, but he might also 

end up in jail. 

Thinking of this, he gritted his teeth and said, “Mallory, you really have a cruel heart!” 

“Were you ever as tough as me? Do you know how much I suffered to give birth to 
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“In the end, while I was still in the hospital trying to save our baby, you were rolling in bed with that 

little slut Sabina, and now you’ve even had a child with her. I haven’t exposed your marital infidelity to 

the public, you should be on your knees thanking me!” 

Seeing Zane choked and unable to speak, Sabina sneered, “Mallory, even if you don’t let Zane transfer 

his shares to me now, it’s useless. Illegitimate children now have the right to inherit their father’s 

property. In the future, my Victor and the child in my belly will both be able to inherit Zane’s property!” 

Mallory sneered, “The child in your belly might not even be Zane’s!” 

Sabina was so young and restless when she was with Zane, secretly entangled with men of her own age 

behind Zane’s 
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back. It would be a miracle if she could settle down now! 

Upon hearing this, Sabina’s face changed, she angrily retorted, “What nonsense are you talking about?! 

You can’t bear a son yourself, and you can’t stand others bearing one for Zane?” 

Mallory glanced at her disdainfully, ignoring her, and just looked at Zane, saying, “Remember my words 

today, I will have the lawyer check your shares and your capital flow irregularly. If you dare to transfer 

assets or give shares to this little bitch, I will make you lose everything!” 

After speaking, Mallory turned around and left directly, leaving Zane and Sabina extremely annoyed. 

Kiley slowly stood up, looking at Zane with a face full of disappointment. “Dad, I used to allow Isaac to 

help the Schneider Group because I thought you would definitely hand over the Schneider Group to me 

in the future. Now it seems that this is not the case. Since you want a son so much, I won’t let Isaac help 

the Schneider Group anymore. Let the child in Sabina’s belly bring you investments!” 

These words hit Zane’s weak spot, his face instantly flashed a hint of panic, “Kiley, let me explain…” 

However, Kiley didn’t even glance at him, she turned around and left with Mallory. 

The office was soon left with only Zane and Sabina, and it immediately became quiet. 
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After a while, Sabina finally whispered, “Zane, it’s clear that Mallory and Kiley have been on guard 

against you for a long time. How else could they have rushed over as soon as you 
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planned to transfer the shares to me? The Schneider Group must have their informants!” 

Zane gritted his teeth and immediately called Lewis in. 

“Immediately find out who told Mallory and Kiley that I was going to transfer my shares to Sabina, and 

fire them on the spot once found!” 

Lewis lowered his head, seemingly casually catching Sabina’s eye, and murmured, “I’ll go right away.“” 

Sabina stood up and gently stroked Zane’s heaving chest, whispering, “Zane, the reason I wanted you to 

transfer the shares to my name was because I felt insecure. After all, we’re not married, and you might 

abandon me at any time. But now I understand your feelings for me, and I won’t make things difficult for 

you anymore.” 

Thinking of Mallory and Kiley’s schemes, Sabina’s gentleness at this moment had swayed Zane’s heart 

towards her quite a 

bit. 

With a face full of guilt, he pulled Sabina into his arms and whispered, “Sabina, I’m sorry. I will definitely 

make it up to you in the future.” 

“I didn’t want any compensation, all I wanted was for you to be good to the two children.” 

“Don’t worry, I will definitely find a way to leave my property to the children, not to Mallory!” 

Sabina, holding his waist and filled with emotion, said, “Zane, I believe in you!” 
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After leaving the Schneider Group, Mallory and Kiley went straight back to the villa. 
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